


NOVA
innovative task lighting

With its advanced technology and contemporary 

design, the Nova task light brings functionality  

and beauty to the everyday office. A custom 

(unique) lens and LED array create a uniform  

footprint of glare-free neutral light that can be 

dimmed with the touch of the finger. Hinges pro-

vide strength and stability in any position while 

allowing effortless on-hand adjustability. Energy 

Star-certified with a modern yet timeless design, 

Nova is a lighting solution for now and the future.

Features 
Exceptional Light Quality
Nova keeps things easy on the eyes, producing a bright, glare-free light that faithfully 
renders colors and casts a single shadow across a surface. The fixture singlehandedly 
provides the recommended amount of desk illumination, negating the need for addi-
tional — and more costly — light sources.

Personal Control
Set your perfect brightness level.  Nova’s comprehensive Touch Dimming control al-
lows you to seamlessly adjust the luminosity of the light to your personal preference.

Long Lasting Sustainability
Nova’s LEDs are guaranteed to last at least 50,000 hours, with the fixture backed by 
CalPIA’s 5 year warranty.

Energy Efficient
Nova features the highest efficiency LED chip on the market, requiring only a mere 7 
watts to deliver a powerful 440 lumens of lights. Energy Star - certified, Nova contrib-
utes to LEED, WELL, and Living Building Challenge certifications.

Smarter Lighting
Forgot to turn the lights off? Nova has you covered. Each lamp features Smart Dim-
ming technology that automatically turns the light off when no movement is detect-
ed, conserving energy and costs.

Endless Connectivity
Low battery life no longer needs to be a daily struggle. Nova’s optional Wireless and 
Desktop Charging Base, complete with two USB ports, keeps your mobile devices 
conveniently charged throughout the workday.



Constant torque hinges allow 
for effortless movement, while 
ensuring stability and product 
longevity.

The bottom of the base has scratch 
resistant appliques and wire man-
agement tracks on the charging 
and wireless charging base.

LED and light guide package minimizes glare and creates perfectly 
uniform footprint of light. Easily adjust brightness levels with Touch 
Dimming, while the Smart Dimming feature remembers your bright-
ness level for the next time you turn the light on. Occupancy sensor 
for energy conservation.

Desktop base, charging desktop base and wireless charging desktop base are available as shown.

Product Size Nova Standard:
Lower Arm: 13.8”
Upper Arm: 13”
Reach: 28.85”

Color Rendering 
Index

90+

Color
Temperature

3000K (warm white) 

Life Span 50,000 hrs

Power  
Consumption

7 watts

USB Power  
Output

5V, 1A Max (each)

Dimming  
Range

14% - 100%

Color Options Light Gray

Base Options Desktop, Wall, Charging 
Desktop, Wireless 
Charging Desktop
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